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One day it just hits you. That solution to that one problem that no one knows
they have. Now - what do I do with this solution? How will the persons that have
this “problem” want this solution when they don’t even know that it is actually their
problem… See it’s all a conundrum - a circle of tails chasing each other down a
whole.
As a Commercial Cattleman, when looking through all the Bull Catalogs - the
countless stacks of Bull Catalogs that fill my mailbox from the End of October on
through Christmas and into the late spring, plus all the emails of Bull Sales - I get
this sinking feeling that I am missing something. Either I am leaving money on
the table or I am not getting the best genetics or the best bulls that my money
can buy.
So as a Seedstock Producer - am I leaving money on the table? Are my genetics
better than the money I am getting? How do I reach that Commercial Cattlemen
and convince him that my genetics are what he is looking for. I have sent
everyone on my mailing list my expensive catalog, all my contacts have been
emailed the sale bill, and the website is up to date as well as all my bull’s EPDs
in the Breed Associations database.
Currently there are only so many cows 31.7 million (+/-). We are not making any
more cows in the near future. But it sure seems like there are more and more
Seedstock Producers vying for the opportunity to breed the 31,700,000 cows. It
is getting very very competitive. Cutthroat
Welcome to the free market enterprise - capitalism at its best, where solutions to
problems that you didn’t even know you had, come and make it easier to do a
very simple task. Like -

- Finding the right Bull How hard can that be? Are there databases that can be searched to selectively
find the right bull without manually inputting in every single number for every
single EPD. Or do you just read the $ EPDs and make your decision off of that
data. They were developed to make it easier. Are you just as informed about
every aspect of the bull you are about to sell or purchase. EPDs / Data, visual
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verification, judging, are all part of the system to make sure that this is the right
bull.

Epds are a great tool. When used properly, they will give us the data we need to
make a very informed decision about the bulls we are about to sell or buy. But
just how easy is it to look up and sort through the EPD Data to find that right bull.
Virtually every Breed Association has a website that has a database of every
registered bull that will be for sale.
When using the Breed Associations sorting tools - do you find what you are
looking for? This is Bull Sorting version 1.0. It is the DOS compared to
Windows/Mac (dating myself), Coal fire engines to Tesla. Open top bumper pull
livestock trailers compared to covered aluminum 32 foot goosenecks.
When using a Seedstock Producer’s catalog of bulls and their EPDs - how easy
is it to find and sort the genetics that will match your herd’s genetics? How about
the Seedstock Producers websites? There are very few that have a simple
search box or Excel Spreadsheet that will help to sort their Bulls - And What if
ALL the Seedstock Producers had a simple search to find the Right Bull just in
their own lineup?
But what about comparing one Seedstock producer’s genetics to another
Seedstock producer’s genetics?
The technology is here to make it easier to find the Right Bull by the process of
eliminating all the Wrong Bulls. It is done with the EPDs so there still needs the
visual verification, the judging to make sure the bull is right. But this will get you
started on the right path to finding that Right Bull.

For the Database to work - Seedstock Producers must be willing to put their
EPD data out there to be scrutinized and judged, ranked and sorted. The more
Seedstock Producers that do this, the better the database will be. The Database
will give everyone an even playing field where even the smallest Seedstock
Producer with quality genetics will be able to compete with every other Producer.
More so, each Seedstock Producer must be willing to take credit as well as
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criticism and that it will be documented for all to see in the form of a review. - The
industry is as competitive as it has ever been and transparency is very relevant.

No distractions. The website database will have the look and feel of its one
function - to Find the Right Bull. Flashing ads and paid searches are irrelevant
here. Each Seedstock Producer will have their own Profile page depicting the
story of their being. The Annual subscription will be valued so that every
Seedstock Producer will be able to afford the amenity. The security will be so that
only you can modify your data. And that only certified buyers will be able to leave
a review of your business.
This is Bull Sorting 2.0
The Commercial Cattleman will be able to sort the EPD data through a simple
slide process of eliminating the Bulls that do not fit within the desired search
parameters. When starting the Search - the Commercial Cattleman will be faced
with every bull available to them within a radius of their choosing from their zip
code.
All 40+/- EPD parameters - Birth weight, weaning weight, yearling weight, Rib
Eye, Feed Efficiency, total EPD Accuracy, and the rest of the relevant EPDs will
be listed in 1 column.
Each EPD will be represented by a number line. On each END of the number line
there will be a button that can be moved, left/right. Move the button on the left to
the right and the minimal number will be increased for that EPD. Move the button
on the right to the left and the maximum number will be decreased for that EPD.
Take a minute and visualize this concept.
As the Commercial Cattleman scrolls down the column - they will be able to
modify each EPD search parameter - And each time an EPD number line is
modified the search results will repopulate the results to fit the new sort criteria.
Not enough or too many results - change the radius of miles from your zip.
All done in Real Time On any Device anywhere there is an Internet Signal.
Check the Screenshots below - Bull Sorting 2.0
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Landing Page
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Search Results Page
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Individual Result
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